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SHABAD Part-6
Darkness has no existence of its own.
It is the absence of sun that creates darkness. In darkness various
difficulties
obstacles
doubts
afflictions
sufferings etc.
take place. Besides these, in darkness
mosquitoes
insects, worms
scorpions
snakes
etc. (and) many (other) dangerous creatures thrive. They they can, they take
the opportunity to sting or bite humans and then hide or fly away. All these
difficulties and sufferings occur because humans are not able to see in the
dark.
If the human has some sort of light with him then he can be saved from
these stumbles, doubts, stings etc. In the presence of light if some creature
unexpectedly attacks, then it can be dealt with as well.
Exactly in the same manner, without the ‘illumination-like’ ‘EssenceWord’ the darkness of materialistic doubt-fallacy, ignorance-like subtle
‘pitch darkness’ reigns over our mind, body, and intellect. This makes man
suffer many times more than the gross darkness mentioned above and is
more dangerous. It is from this ‘ignorance-like’ ‘subtle ‘pitch-darkness’
that various fallacies and materialistic doubts emerge.
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In other words, without the illumination of the ‘Essence-Word’, our
mind wanders in illusion, dilemma, doubt in the darkness of ‘duality’
leaving the mental concentration scattered.
Without the Name, man is knocked about (in transmigration). The love of
duality has drowned multitudes of men.

19

The thing to consider is that despite doing so much of Gurbani reading,
Kirtan (singing of Gurbani hymns), we remain deprived of the spiritual
light of the ‘Shabad’ or Word. In other words despite doing all this, our
daily-life is completely contrary to the expectation of Gurbani, and we
continue to remain engaged in doing evil deeds we continue to stumble and
suffer daily.
Numerous Gurbani lines which begin with ‘Without Shabad-Word
Consciousness...’ have been read, heard, sung or have been explained to or
by us multifold. However, despite this, we still have many doubts and
misunderstandings about such an important and significant topic like
‘Shabad’ or Word. Consequently, we are wandering in the darkness of
ignorance.
For this reason we are:uninformed
indifferent
unconcerned
ignorant
pretentious
of the ‘intuitional intention’ and the significance of these lines and many
other similar ones. This is so because we have limited (the meaning of
‘Shabad’ or Word to its ‘literal word-form’ and are satisfied just reading
it (daily paath), explaining it (katha) and singing it (doing kirtan).
The profound and unfathomable Name is his Guru and the spiritual guide.
Without the Name, the world is gone mad.
635

According to the above line, the main point is realising the
intuitional spiritual knowledge or illumination of the ‘Shabad’ or
Word about which we
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never felt anything
never thought about it
never had any sensation
never had any knowledge
never made any effort
never did any research
never felt any need
making any efforts towarsd the intuitive understanding was
not even an option?
This is the reason why, inspite of doing so much paath (Gurbani
reading) and Kirtan (singing of Gurbani hymns) showthat no affect or
revolution is taking place in our mental and spiritual lives
If the cultivation or earning of ‘Word-Consciousness’ is done after
intuitional contempaltion of the real meaning of Gurbani or ‘Shabad’ or
Word, then there will undoubtedly be progress in spiritual life, but such
devotees are indeed rare.
Rare are those persons in this world,who reflect over the Guru's Word, and
remain detached.
1039

To understand and analyse this defect an example is given below.
‘Shabad’ or (Word) is like the lighted flame of a lamp around which
there is a chimney of mind-like mirror smeared with the soot of immoral
deeds. Although, ‘Shabad’ or Word is continously giving its illumination,
the human remains deprived of it because of the soot. The need is just to
clean and wipe away the inner soot of the ‘mind-like chimney’ with ‘clean
cloth’ of faith-filled desire. It has been seen that many truth-seekers clean daily
the ‘mind-like chimney’ just from the outside with inattentive recitation (of
Gurbani) and worship, but because the soot is inside, the ‘chimney’ does
not become clean and the illumination of the ‘Shabad’ or Word cannot be
realised.
Therefore, it is clear that the illumination of the ‘Shabad’ or Word takes
place only with the cultivation and earning of ‘Shabad’ or Word done with
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an ‘alert focused mind’ and faith filled desire. Gurbani says the following
about those who do not discover, recognise or acknowledge the ‘Shabad’
or Word,
Such a wife believes not in the Guru's word, is caught in the worldly
net and obtains not her Lord's mansion
689
Blind and deaf are they, who know not the Name
What for did 1hey come in the world?

601

He, who performs rituals and knows not Guru's world, dies and is
born again and again.
602
He ever continues coming and going. Without the Guru, vain is man's birth and
death and without the Guru's instruction, he continues burning in his
life
1014
The fools read them, but know not their Lord, Some rare one knows Him
by the Guru's grace.
1053
The blind apostate neither knows the Name, nor understands the
Gurbani, and so he passes his life in misery.
665
The fool contemplates not the Name, He has no understanding and
comprehension.
938

As narrated earlier, without the ‘realisation’ of ‘Shabad’ or Word,
our ‘mind-like chimney’ cannot be cleaned and thus we remain deprived
of the ‘illumination’ of ‘Shabad’ or Word. Therefore in our mind we have
to honestly evaluate and scrutinise ourselves and see whether the
existence of the:1.

lofty and pure
alive and aware
relish filled
experience of celestial melody
‘unstruck’
‘Essence-Shabad’ (word)
has ever been
discussed
discovered
recognised
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realised
enjoyed
earned and cultivated or not?
2.

Are we living a life of some indescribable ‘loveaffection’, ‘relish – eagerness’, comfort and calm, or not?

3.

Is this ‘living-light’ burning in us day and night or not?

4.

The ‘Unstruck Word’ has thundered in us or not?

5.

Is there an attraction of ‘Naam-Relish’ or not?

If not! Then understand that we still :have not discussed
have not discovered
have not discerned
have not researched
have not recognised
have not loved
have not cultivated
have not enjoyed
the ‘Intuitional-Essence-Word’ or ‘Naam’ that is hidden in Gurbani.
We have to feel the answers of all these taunting questions within
our own selves and then choose the future spiritual life-path.
If we look within ourselves earnestly then it will become apparent that
we :
1. do not have firm belief!
2. we do not feel the need, thirst or hunger!
3. do not make any effort!
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4.
5.
6.

do not take any direction!
do not even indulge in correct religious discipline!
do not ‘experience’ anything!

pertaining to the state of Gurbani’s lofty-pure rapturous Shabad –
Consciousness.
If our religious life is tested on the intuitional touchstone of
Gurbani, then the symptoms of mental and religious diseases written
below will be noticeable indeed, in that
1. We are inregarding the ‘script form’ of the word as the
‘Essence-Word’.
2. We are acknowledging the reading, worshiping, singing and
explanation of this ‘script-form’ word as the goal of religion.
3. We are satisfied with understanding Gurbani with our intellect
and are depriving ourselves of the innate ‘intuitional’ spiritual
meanings.
4. We are becoming unaware and indifferent towards our
‘inward-divine life’ or are knowingly ‘pretentious’.
5. We are bereft of the intuitional stages mentioned below in
Gurbani:‘Naam’ (Name)
‘Shabad’ (Word)
Shabad-consciousness engrossment
Calm Spontaneous-Meditation
Spiritual Bliss
Divine Celestial Melody
Great Relish
Divine ‘Life-Current’
‘Unstruck Sound’.
6. Interpreting the meaning of ‘simran’ (meditation), ‘sewa’ ‘liv’
(absorption or engrossment) and ‘Shabad (Word -Consciousness’,
literally, we get entangled in outward quarrels-arguments, display
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Such that we have not even thought of going within, nor have
we felt the need to do so.
7. Thus we have acknowledged the means of these external ritesrituals as our final ‘goal’ and are satisfied with them.
8. Because of these false convictions we are deprived of the
blessings of ‘Divine-Illumination’.
We have become so used to and comfortable that besides our daily
religious rites and rituals, we are not prepared to engage in any other
kind of hard work, nor do we have the time. Instaed, under the influence
of ‘me-mineness’ we are getting increasingly more entangled in
unneccasary wordly affairs.
We do understand the meaning of ‘Shabad’ or Word with our sharp
intellect but to reach up to the innermost consciousness of intuition, we
are knowingly avoiding continuous meditation and the cultivation of
‘Shabad’ or Word by becoming introverts.
But, to enjoy the ‘Great Relish’ of Naam, extreme hard work and
effor is required.
Some ‘rare’ fortunate guru-orientated devotees - those who have
obtained Satsang’, the company of awakened, enlightened souls;those
who have become aware of Shabad or ‘Word Consciousness’; those
whose tender and pure hearts have experienced the ‘wound’ of Gurbani and
the ‘Shabad’ or Word. Only those devotees set out to ‘Cultivate the
practice of Naam’. It is indeed their ‘Consciousness’ that ‘deliberates,
discusses, researchs, recognises the ‘Shabad’ or Word and sets the real
spiritual ‘goal’ of life so that they can reach the summit or destination
(of their journey).
But such spiritually blessed beloved ones are rare indeed:Guru's gospel, the Lord causes a few to understand. …
Rare is the person who under-stands Gurbani.

1056
120

Rare are such persons in this world, who reflect over the Guru's word
and remain detached.
1039
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Some rare ones realise, by the Guru's grace, that the Lord is contained in the
Guru's word.
1332
Rare is the person whom the Guru cause to hear the Lord's word, By
His will, the Lord has created the creation and watches over all.
1036

In this way, intellectual doubts have been formed about the hearing
of the ‘Shabad’.
As has been told in the beginning of this article (lekh), the source of
every thought of ours is our ‘mind’ and (our) ‘limited intellect’. As the
expression of this takes place in script form, letters or language, our intellect
tries to understand and scrutinise these thoughts or desires. However,
Gurbani, which originated fom the Divine Realm, is beyond the
understanding and grasp of our limited intellect. It is only through
intuition that this Divine Gurbani can be ‘understood’-researched-known‘discerned’-‘recognised’ or deliberated upon.
Contemplating the Lord and loving the True Name, man is blessed
with bliss
1346
They, who serve their true Guru, reflect upon the Guru's word

1415

Contemplating the Lord's Name and accepting the Lord's will, thy
thirst shall be quenched…
1419

As long as our inclination – consciousness is ‘extrovert’, we have to
listen to the Shabad or Gurbani with our physical ‘ears’, but when our
inclination-consciousness becomes ‘introvert’ through the union of Shabad
or Word Consciousness, then the Divine Music will be heard in the
‘Intuitional’ ‘Innermost-Consciousness’ which is mentioned in Gurbani as:-

‘Word-Sound’
‘Naam –Melody’
‘Unstruck Sound’
‘Unstruck Melody’
‘Unstruck Music’
‘Living (by)hearing Naam’.
As it is recorded in the lines below:8
8

Makes an abode in the Lord's own tenth home, there the unstruck music
plays day and night. Through the Guru's instruction this celestial
strain is heard
124
If she hearkens to the Guru's instructions, it is then, that the Joyous
Beloved meets
17
The soul drinks hears and reflect upon the Name. Within him the
stream of Nectar uniformly rains
102
Wherewith the three moods are effaced and man's mind is attached
with the fourth one
231
Hear thou the Name, understand thou the Name, and keep thou thy
attention fixed on the True Name
429
The pious person goes and meets the Lord in His mansion and then,
for him, rings the celestial strain
1310
When man hears the Lord's Name, he becomes emancipated in life
1343

Our physical ‘ears’ can only hear the words of language formed with the
‘letters’ (of the alphabet), and are incapable of hearing the spiritual ‘Divine
Music’ or the ‘Unstruck Word’. This is the intuitional ‘play’ in the
innermost consciousness which is achieved through inward meditation by
absorbing the consciousness into the Shabad or Word’.
But the regretful thing is that we are completely uninformed, ignorant,
indifferent and careless about the obligatory Gurbani command; to be
‘absorbed in the Shabad (Word) consciousness’ through inward meditation
or we are ingnoring it on purpose, pretending to be unaware. We are
satisfied with the external, lifeless, hollow, useless spiritual quests and are
entangled in them.

The result of this is that we are being deprived of the ‘Spiritual
Illumination’ of Gurbani. We have covered and wrapped up Gurbani or
the ‘Divine Light’ of the ‘Shabad’ (or Word) with very beautiful valuable
covers and thus we have not only deprived ourselves but also the whole
world of such ‘Spiritual Knowledge’, it’s ‘Divine Light’, which is ‘high and
noble’, ‘Unadulterated and Pure, Untainted ‘ Divine Illumination’.
For this carelessness or indifference, the religious leaders are indeed
responsible.
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In Gurbani, the Satgurus have blessed us with the deliberation / discussion of
all aspects of every topic -namely the Primal Lord, Gurus, Shabad or Word, Naam,
Sadhsang (company of the holy) etc. One aspect is encourages the Satgurus urge us
to become attached to the Primal Lord (Wahguru), Guru, Shabad (Word),
Naam and to be in the company of enlightened souls, Sadhsangat. They point
out their blessings, praises and glory and the need for Faith-Filled Desire. The other
aspect points out and cautions in detail of difficulties and sufferings that will be
experienced by turning away fom them (Waheguru, Gurus, Shabad etc.). In this
way the Satgurus, in confirming the pros and cons (of these aspects) have
motivated the truth-seekers to awaken their discriminatory intellect so
thatmaking appropriate choices for a spiritual ‘life-direction’ becomes easier
and clearer.

Without the intuitional deliberation of Shabad (or Word), the human
being continues to experience suffering despite carrying out various spiritual
rites-rituals for multiple birthtimes.
The man, who embraces not affection for the Name, goes to hell even though
he performs millions of ceremonial rites
240
He comprehends not Lord's Name, ever suffers pain and loses honour
in God's Court
29
Without the Name the world wanders in agony. The mammon has
eaten-up the wayward
67
Vainly does the deceiver lose his life. Without God's Name he undergoes
hardships
123
He, who has no faith in the True Guru, and enshrines not affection for
the Name, Peace accrues not to him, even thou he may come and go
hundreds of times
591

Without the cultivation of Shabad (or Word), the truth-seeker’s
various religious rites-rituals are not effective and he continues to
wander in the jungle of doubt-fallacies.
Without the Name, man is knocked about (in transmigration). The love of
duality has drowned multitudes of men
19
They are deluded in doubt like a crow in a deserted house

10
10

Both this world and the next they lose and pass their life in extreme
agony
123
He does deeds as is the Lord's primal will, Without the Lord's Name none
is approved
363
Without the Guru's word, man is emancipated not. Practicing
hypocrisy, he wanders in species

1024

Without the ‘ Shabad’ (or Word) the coming and going or birth
and death cannot be avoided and man continues to wander in various
lives (i.e. he passes through transmigration of souls):Being materialist and of evil intellect, it drenches not in God's Name and
continues coming and going

21

Without God's Name pollution is not washed off and in birth and death the
mortal becomes miserable
29
Without the Lord's Name there is all darkness within, One receives not the
real thing and ends not the round
124
Without the Guru's word they are not saved and they wander in
transmigration

419

They, who serve not the True Guru, embrace not love for the Lord, and
meditate not on the Name in equipoise, what for have they come into the
world?
Again and again they are hurled into existences and ever putrefy in ordure
512
Those who enjoy not the holy congregation and the word of the Guru, die
and are born again and again and are rejected of God.
VBG 5/10
Without the holy congregation and bereft of the Word of the Guru
one transmigrates through millions of species of life.

VBG 5/18

One can go about adopting numerous religious-methods, but without the
cultivation of the ‘Shabad’ (or Word), the suffering and fear of ‘yama’ (the
couriers of death), mortality or death does not leave the mind.
O demon, without God's Name thou shalt be bound and suffer strokes
on the road of Death
439
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Such a wife believes not in the Guru's word, is caught in the worldly
net and obtains not her Lord's mansion
689
Without being imbued with the Lord's Name and fear, all are spied by
the death's courier
751
Similarly, the disciples of Gorakh, the mendicants in tatters and the plucked
headed ones are loaded with the halter around their necks, bereft as they
are, of the Lord's Name
1332
So long as, man realises not the mystery of the Lord's Name, till then
death continues to torture him
1126

Without ‘Shabad’ (or Word), the human continue to be consumed by
his burning rage from inside and outside because of his misdeeds, sins, bad
actions and desires. It is because of these sinful acts that he strays from the
true path.
The blind apostate is consumed by burning in rage and without the Name
obtains not peace
571
They, who forget the Guru's instruction are engrossed in duality,
their thirst and hunger depart not and night and day they wander
about burning
755
If man is imbued not with the Lord's love, nor is inebriated with His
Nectar, and is bereft of the Guru's word, then he remains vexed and is
consumed by his inner fire
945
Without the Name, she attains not her Spouse and wastes away her
life. So the virtue less, false woman bewails
583
Without the Name, the world goes astray and suffers punishment in
the Lord's court
600

In forgetting the ‘Shabad’ (or Word), the human being continues to
suffer because of his indulgence in misdeeds, sins, immoral deeds and he
does not acquire purity or holiness.
He who wears religious garbs, but acts not unto the Guru's
instruction, within him is the supreme disease of sins, with which he
greatly suffers and in the end sinks into ordure
1058

12
12

All-absorbed in riches, day and night, he spies its path, utters not the Name
and dies by taking poison.Imbued with the vicious talk, he has been
enamoured by it and thinks not of ise Name.
596

Without the illumination of the ‘Shabad’ or Word, pitch-darkness
remains spread over our life and the intellect is unable to discriminate
and differentiate good from bad, poison from nectar.
Without the Guru there is complete darkness and sans God's Name
understanding is not gained

55

Without the Lord's Name there is all darkness within.
One receives not the real thing and ends not the round
Without the Name, all is utter darkness, Rare is the one, who
understands this through the Guru's grace

124
1065

Without the Name, there is darkness in the world, Through the Name,
the Lord becomes manifest
1250
In this world, the Lord's Name alone is invaluable and thou have not heard
the Name with thine ear
1342

Without the ‘intuitional illumination’ of the ‘Shabad’ or Word,
materialistic pitch-darkness, doubt and duality sprout. With this the
human being remains entangled in the worldly poisonous tastes and
relishes.
Without the Shabad, doubt is not dispelled, and egotism is not eliminated
from within.
67
They who forget the Name, have no abode or resting place They are deluded
in doubt like a crow in a deserted house.
123
The perverse persons have gone astray, and being attached to mammon,
waste their life in vain. The God's Name is ever an ocean of peace, but they
love not the True Word.
565

13
13

Without ‘intuitional illumination’ of the ‘Shabad or Word), faith in
the Satguru, does not arise and the human intellect losing its awareness,
becomes absorbed in the feeling of jealousy and duality and in this way
mental tension keeps occurring.
He, who has no faith in the True Guru, and enshrines not affection for the
Name
591
This way one enjoys not the Name's relish and imbibes not love for the True
Lord. The obstinate person, to whom the True Guru seems not sweet comes
and goes
1246
Without the Name, all are attached to duality Reflect in thy mind and
see
942

Without the illumination of the ‘Shabad’, the relish of Naam is not
experienced and the mind remains deprived of spiritual bliss.
Without God, the air attains not its food from anywhere else and its
thirst of ego departs not, O Yogi
945
If man is imbued not with the Lord's love, nor is inebriated with His
Nectar, and is bereft of the Guru's word, then he remains vexed and
is consumed by his inner fire.
945
Without the Name, how can the soul be pleased?

1023

According to Gurbani line ‘Shabdhay hee naao upjai’ Naam
originates from the ‘Shabad’ (or Word). In other words without the
deliberation and the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’, it is impossible to
acquire or achieve Naam. Without tasting the relish of the Shabad,
human’s life becomes insipid and meditation and devotion (of God) does not
achieve the required goal.
Sans the Guru's instruction no one attains to the name. By the favour
of the Guru it is implanted in the mind
124

They who relish not the Word, love not the Lord's Name, and
speak insipidly with their tongue are ever, ever disgraced

14
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791

Without love Lord's service cannot be performed, and without the
Name one becomes not acceptable
67

Without the awareness of the ‘Shabad’ (or Word), the world is sleeping
in a nightmarish sleep as a result of which their invaluable life is going in
vain.
The world is asleep, it dies and continues coming and going
Without the Guru's instruction, it obtains not understanding

904

Without the effectual humans of the Guru she is the cheated by another's Love
244
Without the effectual humans of the Guru she is the cheated by
another's Love

227

Many people carry out various religious beliefs and practices for peace
of mind and spiritual progress, but without the ‘Shabad’, all this effort
goes in vain, and none of their affairs is set right.
They, who worship not the Divine True Guru and cherish not love for the Word,
in spite of their repeated ablution and almsgiving are ruined by profane love
34
Without Guru's instruction the affair is not accomplished

225

Through the True Name, one's deeds are ever embellished. What are one's
deeds worth, without the Name?
1058

Every person wishes to live his life with honour and peace of mind for
which he undertakes various worldly and spiritual steps. But without the
Shabad, peace of mind and calmness is not attained. Losing in this world
and the world hereafter, the person eventually becomes a heap of ashes (dies).
Without the Guru's word the mind finds not the place of rest

415

The blind apostate is consumed by burning in rage and without the
Name obtains not peace.
571
They who forget the Name, have no abode or resting place…Both this world
and the next they lose and pass their life in extreme agony
123

15
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Without the Name, the body is a heap of ashes and ultimately dust
mingles with dust.
1059

Without the support of the ‘Shabad’, freedom cannot be obtained
from immoral deeds and materialistic entanglements.
They go round in the circuit of eight-four lakhs of existences and sans
the Name obtain not salvation.

67

Without Guru's instruction one is not emancipated. See and reflect upon
this
229
Without the Guru's instruction, thou shalt obtain not salvation and, honour,
Without the Lord's Name, thou shalt go to hell.
906
Without the True Name, No one is emancipated

938

Without the Word of the Guru's Shabad, liberation is not obtained;
practicing hypocrisy, they wander around confused.
1024
Without the Guru's word, man is emancipated not. Practicing hypocrisy,
he wanders in species
1127
He, who dies through the Name, that man is exonerated, Without the Name,
one is emancipated not
1416

Egotism is a ‘chronic’ disease; in this illusion, the human being gets
entangled in the ‘me-mineness’ and acquires various difficulties and
sufferings. Although he tries to take out this ‘thorn’ of egotism by carrying out
various religious rites-rituals,the human is never able to get away from this
‘chronic disease of egotism’ long as the human keeps turning away from
the Shabad.
Every one goes about saying, I, I without God's Name egotism departs
not
426
Without the Name, this body is filled with the malady of ego and the
pain of the malady departs not
588
Without the Name, none has stilled his ego

1067

Only ‘consciousness’ can sit in the ‘ship’ of the ‘Shabad’. Without
embarking on this ‘ship’, the dreadful ocean cannot be crossed.
Without the dear Name what can enable her cross the formidable
Ocean? The attachment of wealth has put her on the wrong track.
244

16

16

How can one ferry across without the Name?

842

Without the Name no one has ever ferried across

1068

How can the dreadful world-ocean be ferried across without the
Lord's Name?
1125

The ‘Essence-Knowledge’ is only acquired through the ‘intuitional’
illumination’ of ‘Shabad’. Without ‘Shabad’, the hollow discourses or
other half-baked intellectual philosophies are meaningless.
He reflects not on the Word but utters mere words from mouth and is
engrossed in sins.
39
Many silent sages read Simritis and Shashtras, but without the Lord's
Name; they attain not understanding
1130

To cleanse the ‘filth’ of the mind, bathing and religious practices are
carried out at various places of pilgrimage but without the inward
cultivation of the ‘Shabad’, the filth of the mind does not come off.
Without God's Name pollution is not washed off and in birth and death
the mortal becomes miserable
29
The filth of the apostate is not washed off, until he enshrines not
affection for Guru's Word

37

Without the Name, the bride becomes not pure, even through she may make
many decorations
651
Without the Name, filth is removed not

832

Without the union of ‘Shabad-Surat’ or ‘Word-Consciousness’, we
are spiritually ‘blind & deaf’ spiritually and thus keep stumbling from the
obstacles of materialism.
Without the Name, man understands not his own self and sans it all
are blind, O Brother
426
Without the Name, the world hears and sees not, Being deaf and
blind, it roams about at one large
429
They are blind and deaf , who know not the Name. Why did they
come to the world?

17

17

601

The man attached to mammon is very blind and deaf He hears not the
Name and makes a great uproar and tumult
313

Without the ‘Shabad’ (our) jewel-like life gets exchanged for a
kaudi (a worthless coin) and goes to waste.
They recognise not the True Name and their life passes off like a
dream. Like the guest of a deserted house, as he came so does he go
Without the Name, one's life is wasted away, in vain

34
362

Without the Name, the entire world is insane and loses its life in vain
644

Spiritual ‘peace’ cannot be obtained without the continuous
cultivation of ‘Shabad’ in the ‘Sadh-Sangat’, the company of the holy.
Without the Name, nothing is stable. By understanding the Master,
happiness ensues
228
Without the Guru's world, the mortal obtain not the door of the Lord's
mansion The Guru-ward, O Nanak, reflects over the quintessence
906
Without the Shabad of the Guru in the Sadh Sangat, (even those who
deem themselves as) virtuous will not acquire any understanding.
VBG

The Satgurus (True Gurus) have repeatedly and firmly reminded the
human, ‘O mind! you are the embodiment of the Divine Light. Recognise
your own origin’. Ones ‘self’ cannot be recognised without the GurShabad or Guru’s Word and ‘Sadh Sangat’, the company of the holy.
Without the Name, man understands not his own self and sans it all
are blind, O Brother
426
Without Guru's instruction, he understands not his-self and without the
Lord's Name, death is averted no
1014
his

The mortal reads the Vedas and reading them enters into controversies. Within
mind is the Lord, but His Name, he realises not.
1058

Without the ‘Shabad’ or Word illumination, the human life is like a
(living) corpse.
Without the Name, everyone is dead.

18
18

1418

Without the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’ in the ‘Sadh Sangat’, the
company of the holy, honour is not obtained in the heavenly court – on
the contrary, punishment is received.
Until she is pierced through with God's Name how can she look
beautiful in Great God's Court?

19

He comprehends not Lord's Name, ever suffers pain and loses honour
in God's Court
29
The perverse recognise not Lord's Name. They depart in disgrace

33

Without the Name, the world goes astray and suffers punishment in
the Lord's court
600
Without the True Name, one obtains not honour

941

Without the Name man loses honour and his body village crumbles into
dust heap
1021

The Lord, God is an ‘Embodiment of Love’, His ‘Shabad’ is also an
‘Embodiment of Love’. Therefore, without Shabad, love with ‘Naam’ does
not take place and all religious beliefs and practices are hollow, done under
compulsion for display and are customary repetitions.
By calculation service is performed not and nor what is done, is approved, This
way one enjoys not the Name's relish and imbibes not love for the
True Lord
1246
He relishes not the Guru's word and loves not the Name

1247

Without the cultivation of ‘Shabad-Surat’ or ‘Word-consciousness’,
a higher, spiritual character cannot be developed, nor can the ‘TruePalace’ be recognised.
Without the Lord's Name, no one is ever blessed with good conduct
1285
Without the True Name, Lord's presence cannot be realised

414

Without the cultivation of the ‘True Shabad’, union with God is not
possible.
Without Guru's words, the Beloved is not obtained and she loses her
life in vain
31
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Such a wife believes not in the Guru's word, is caught in the worldly net and
obtains not her Lord's mansion
689

Yes:Without the awareness of the Shabad
Without the understanding of the Shabad
Without the recognition of the Shabad

Without the contemplation of the Shabad
Without the cultivation of the Shabad
Without the thirst of the Shabad
Without the taste of the Shabad
Without getting soaked in the Shabad
Without the union of Shabad -Surat
Without the absorption of consciousness into the Shabad
Without being pierced through the Shabad
Without the ‘stroke’ or hit of the Shabad
Without the illumination of the Shabad
Without the thunder of the Shabad
The human being’s –
religious beliefs and practices are all useless;
discourses and lectures are meaningless;
birth is in vain;
eternal suffering is there;
wandering in the cycle of ‘transmigration continues.
doubt fallacy.
salvation is not achieved.
peace is not achieved.
spiritual death.
punishment by Yamas, the couriers of death remains.
As if this is not enough, by turning away from the ‘Shabad’, the

human:burns in jealousy and duality;
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talks rudely;
is forgetful;
burns with grief in anger and greed;
is a ghost and a demon;
is blind and deaf;
is full of demerits;
remains absorbed in relishes and tastes;
filth of the mind does not come off;
is adrift in the dreadful ocean;
entangled and enmeshed in materialism, he is suffering;
remains entangled in false occupations and attachments;
gets entangled in the whirlwind of immoral deeds;
affairs are not set right;
is deceived;
is deprived of Naam-relish;
heart does not melt;
remains deprived of the Primal Lord’s love;
has no faith in the Satguru;
is a victim of egotism;
suffers in me-mineness;
is without character;
passes his life in a dark pit;
is unable to recognise his own self;
is unable to recognise the palace of his soul-house;
is deprived of spiritual ecstasy and bliss;
feels ashamed in the Lord’s Court;
remains deprived of union with God;
loses this world and the one hereafter;
comes under the control of Yamas, the couriers of death;
suffers the punishment the Yama’s mete out;
remains in the cycle of coming and going.

- Continued.
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